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ABSTRACT 
NTRU is a public key cryptosystem based on polynomial ring 

over Z. Replacing Z with the ring of polynomial in one 

variable  α  over a rational field. In this paper the complexity 

of BTRU cryptosystem is faster than NTRU cryptosystem. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The NTRU public-key cryptosystem has attracted much 

attention by the cryptographic community since its 

introduction in 1996 by Hoffstein, Pipher and Silverman [3, 

4]. Unlike more classical public-key cryptosystems based on 

the hardness of integer factorisation or the discrete logarithm 

over finite fields and elliptic curves, NTRU is based on the 

hardness of finding small solutions to systems of linear 

equations over polynomial rings, and as a consequence is 

closely related to geometric problems on certain classes of 

high-dimensional Euclidean lattices. From a practical point of 

view, the distinguishing feature of NTRU compared with 

classical systems, has mainly been its very high speed of 

encryption and decryption operations for practical security 

levels under best known attacks, being faster than classical 

systems by 2 or more orders of magnitude. This highly 

attractive feature has include of NTRU in the IEEE P1363 

industry standard for cryptography [6]. It is also often 

considered as the most viable post-quantum public-key 

encryption due to its conjectured resistance to attack by 

quantum computers (see, e.g., [10]), whereas classical systems 

have been shown [12] to be insecure in the presence of 

quantum computing. 

In this paper a new NTRU based cryptosystem which is 

known as BTRU cryptosystem. The role played by Z in 

NTRU replaced  by the ring Q[α] of polynomial in one 

variable α over the Rational Field. 

The rest of this paper is organized in the following way: a 

brief summarization of the NTRU cryptosystem is presented 

in Section 2. The proposed cryptosystem is described in 

Section 3. In section 4, the security analysis is discussed. The 

performance analysis is discussed in Section 5, and the 

conclusions are presented in Section 6. 

2. NTRU CRYPTOSYSTEM 
A simple description of the NTRU cryptosystem is 

summarized in this section. For more details, the reader is 

referred to [1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 13] . The NTRU system is principally 

based on the ring of the convolution polynomials of degree N-

1 denoted by )1/(][  X
nXZR . It depends on three integer 

parameters N, p and q, such that gcd (p, q) = 1. Before going 

through NTRU phases, there are four sets used for choosing 

NTRU polynomials with small positive integers denoted by 

L f  Lm,  , Lg  and Lr   R. It is like any other public key 

cryptosystem constructed through three phases: key 

generation, encryption and decryption. 

2.1 Key Generation Phase 
To generate the keys, two polynomials f and g are chosen 

randomly from Lf and Lg respectively. The function f must be 

invertible. The inverses are denoted by Fp , Fq   R, such 

that: 

)(mod1 pfF p      and  )(mod1 qfFq   

The above parameters are private. The public key h is 

calculated by, 

)(mod qgph Fq …………………….(1) 

Therefore, the public key is {h,p,q} and the private key is 

{f,Fp}. 

2.2 Encryption Phase 
The encryption is done by converting the input message to a 

polynomial m  Lm and the coefficient of m is reduced 

modulo p. A random polynomial r is initially selected by 

thesystem, and the cipher text is calculated as follows, 

   e = r *h + m (mod q)…………..(2) 

2.3 Decryption Phase 
The decryption phase is performed as follows: the private key, 

f, is multiplied by the cipher text e such that, 

)(mod* qefa   

))(mod*(* qmhrfa   

))(mod***( qmfhrfa   

))(mod*)*(**( qmfgprfa Fq   

)(mod1*[sin))(mod***( qfceqmfgrpa Fq   

The last polynomial has coefficients most probably within the 

interval [-q/2, +q/2], which eliminates the need for reduction 

mod q. This equation is reduced also by mod p to give a term 

f*m mod p, after diminishing of the first term p.g*r. Finally, 

the message m is extracted after multiplying by Fp
1

, as 

well as adjusting the resulting coefficients via the interval [-

p/2, p/2). 
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3. PROPOSED CRYPTOSYSTEM 

3.1 Parameters and Notations 
The main parameter of proposed cryptosystem are integer N 

and two irreducible polynomials S,T of B:=Q[α]. We shall 

assume that S and T are polynomial of respective degrees u 

and v with u,m  R and last but not least GCD(u;m) = 1. We 

work in the ring R := B[X]/( X
N -1),of “truncated polynomial 

with rational polynomial coefficients". The following notation 

are: 

deg()||

)1/(][)1/(][

)(

)(

Algorithm Proposed

log

log

2

2

 XX
NN XBXZ

mq

up

Tq

Sp

BZ

NTRU

 

The quotients rings Bs  and Bt  of B by the ideals (S) and 

(T) respectively are the rational field Qu
 and Qm

. We 

denote by RS, RT the quotient rings of R by the ideals (S) and 

(T) respectively. The degree of F [deg(F)] as a polynomial in 

α Like for NTRU we need to define some auxiliary sets of 

polynomials. 

Let 

})deg(|{:)( dfRFdL   

be defined for any integers d  m. Let d f , d f , d         be 

integes  m. With these notations we define 

),1(:  dL ff L ),1(:  dL gg L ),1(:  dL L   

3.2 Key Generation Phase 
Dan randomly chooses two polynomials f;,g Lg . Also, the 

polynomial f should have inverse mod S and T. In other 

words, one should be able to calculate   f S
1

 and  f T
1

such that 

)(mod1
1

Sf f S 


 

and 

)(mod1
1

Tf f T 


 

Private key is composed of the polynomial f and f S
1

After 

choosing the polynomials appropriately, public key can be 

computed as 

)(modT
f

g
Sh 

 

3.3 Encryption phase: 
Suppose that Cathy (the encrypter) wants to send a message to 

Dan (the decrypter). She begins by selecting a message m 

from the set of plaintexts Lm . Next she randomly chooses a 

polynomial L   and uses Dan's public key h to compute 

e =   h +M  g (mod T) 

e =  S 
f

g
 +M  g (mod T) 

ef = S  g +M  g   f (mod T) 

3.4 Decryption phase: 
To decrypt, Bob computes 

a = ef  g
1

 (mod T) 

a = S  g  g
1

 +M   g  f  g
1

 (mod T) 

a = S +M  f (mod T) 

Through suitable selection of system parameters, the 

coefficients of the polynomial S   +f  M will most probably 

lie in the interval (-T/2,+T/2] and there will be no need for 

reduction mod T. With this assumption, when we reduce the 

result of S  + f   M by mod S, the term S   vanishes and f 

M remains. In order to extract the message m, it is enough to 

multiply f  M (mod S) by f s
1

. 

4.  SECURITY ANALYSIS 

4.1 Brute Force Attack 
An attacker can recover the private key by trying all possible 

L ff  and testing if f *h(mod T) has small entries, or by 

trying all Lgg   and testing if g* h
1  (mod T) has small 

entries. Similary, an attacker can recover a message by trying 

all possible L   and testing if ef -  g (mod T) has small 

entries. In practice, Lg will be smaller than Lf , so key 

security is determined by Lg, and individual message security 

is determined by L . However, as described in the next 

section, there is a meet in the middle attack which cuts 

the search time by the usual square root. 

4.2 Meet in the middle Attacks 
A meet in the middle attack was proposed by Odlyzko for 

NTRU and developed by silverman in [11]. This attack can 

also be used against this cryptosystem using the same 

argument on the degree of the rational coefficient of 

polynomials. This attack needs a lot of storage capacity and 

cut the search time by the usual square root. Hence it means 

that the set of possible g and  has to contain at least 2
160

elements in order to obtain a security of 2
80 . 

5. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
The Comparison of proposed cryptosystem and NTRU 

cryptosystem as follows: 

1. The complexity of BTRU in terms of rational operation 

is the complexity of NTRU in terms of integer operation. 

2. The complexity of encryption and decryption for both 

cryptosystem is O )(
2

N . 

3. The complexity of multiplication in Q and The 

complexity of addition in Z is  O(m). 

4. Assuming m  12, The complexity of multiplication in Z 

is at best, for these value of m using Toom Cook 

multiplication algorithm or Toom- 3 [2, 7] of order  
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O( m
c ) with c=

log2

log5
  1.465, where c = log

2k

1)-(2k
   for 

k=3. 





m

QZ

mm

operation
qq

46.1

 

So, for moderate m and the same value of N CTRU is 

certainly faster than NTRU. For large value of m the 

performance will depend on the implementation. 

6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper the new Ntru public key cryptosystem is based 

on the rational field. The proposed scheme is more secure and 

more time complexity than NTRU cryptosystem. 
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